
COVID-19: reflections of a 
medical CEO on lessons learnt 
and the implications for digital 

transformation





Introduction

• Trained in medicine in Sheffield and South Yorkshire

• Medical Virology degree many years ago

• Consultant in Endocrinology, Mid Yorkshire Hospitals 2002-2014

• MD at Mid Yorkshire (2012-2014) then Barnsley (2015-2017)

• CEO at Barnsley (2017 to now)

• Interim CEO at Rotherham (2020 to now)

• PS I can code in Python…





Rotherham and Barnsley



What matters to me?

• High quality care

• Happy staff

• Strong operational performance

• Balanced financial position

• These are the lenses through which I see the digital and IT agendas



COVID-19



Lessons from COVID-19

• We can do amazing things that 
previously seemed impossible

• We can change things rapidly 
and safely

• People can work from home 

• We can have less face to face 
meetings

• I can do clinics without patients 
attending



Virtual meetings

• Team Brief using MS Teams

• Board Meetings with Zoom

• Exec meetings with Zoom

• AGM

• Awards Ceremonies

• Video blogs

• Etiquette?



Working from home

• It’s not easy

• Infrastructure

• Access to clinical notes

• Significant benefits on:
• Carbon footprint

• Car parking

• Not for everyone and some roles 
inherently impossible

• But, IT key to making it easier



Importance of information



Connecting systems to give novel solutions 



Monitoring oxygen usage during covid





Acceleration of paper-free approaches

• Note keeping

• EPMA

• EDMS

• E-forms





Other reflections



Why are CEOs, 
execs and Boards 
cautious about IT 
developments?



ICT directors at Boards?

"Every CEO needs to be comfortable and 
competent in leading digital transformation, 
every board needs to know what questions to 
ask, how to hold their CEO to account, every 
medical director and chief nurse needs to 
know how technology is going to transform 
what their teams do and lead that adoption,"

"probably on their board, certainly reporting 
directly to the Chief Executive, and I find it 
very surprising many people are not moving in 
this direction"



ICT Directors and operational matters

• Should ICT Directors and/or Deputies be on a Exec Director or 
operational oncall rota?

• Barnsley has benefitted hugely from the connections that result from 
this.
• Dashboards

• Solutions to problems

• Shared understanding

• Relationships



Admin staff

• No paper letters to send

• Automation of repetitive tasks

• No paper notes to manage

• No paper results

• No typing due to voice recognition

• Digitally empowered patients managing own appointments?

• Large and dedicated workforce – how will we support a transition to 
new roles?



Worries

• Invisibility of problems eg open referrals
• Barnsley Open Referrals

• Mid Yorkshire Ophthalmology letters

• Rotherham 12 hour breach

• System failure
• Deliberate eg hacking, ransomware



What will digital transformation mean for staff? 

• Improve or worsen experience?

• Productivity

• Different staff demographics

• Different professional groups

• Mobile devices

• Social impact on remote working

• Effect on therapeutic relationships?



Key points

• COVID-19 should make us braver and faster to change but done safely

• We should capitalise on the changed mindset

• We need to think carefully about the future of key staff groups

• ICT Directors need to be around the Exec Team and Board tables

• Involvement of ICT leaders in operational matters will help all parties


